
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a real estate & facilities. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for real estate & facilities

Manage design and construction of new capital projects and improvements,
ongoing support and maintenance of existing space
Utilize proven and creative sourcing techniques in identifying key talent
within the marketplace
Partner with Hiring Managers to understand the skills and capabilities
required for each role and function, the strategic and tactical importance to
the business
Evaluate technical skills and relevant experience for each specific opening or
job category while also evaluating for business culture fit with the existing
team and structure
Handle multiple searches within a defined search timeframe in order to best
support the business functions
Utilize BrassRing applicant tracking system throughout each search to
pipeline candidates and track candidate progression
Present qualified candidates with clear and concise recommendations and
rationale, any concerns
Act as the main point of contact for GRE contingency planning and
emergency situations in Scotland
Act as the key point of contact for the provision of services provided by
Corporate & Global Services mail & document services, reception, dining
services and records management
Act as the location point of contact for the provision of services provided by
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Qualifications for real estate & facilities

Extensive experience in the management of areas such as cleaning, catering,
security, energy/utilities, building maintenance, and large staff moves within a
building
Up to date knowledge of health & safety and other compliance-related
legislation, ideally with direct experience of compliance management and
related processes/management systems
Experience in developing effective facilities management-related strategies
and policies, ideally within financial services
Experienced in negotiating contracts valued in excess of $3M for assigned
categories of spend
Confidence and ability to work autonomously and with a high level of
attention to detail within a fast-paced and high profile environment
Act as the senior representative for GRE in Sub-Saharan Africa ensuring that
all services conform to the global standards of JPMC


